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Abstract: Evolutionary algorithms solve problems by simulating the evolution of a population of
candidate solutions. We focus on evolving permutations for ordering problems such as the traveling
salesperson problem (TSP), as well as assignment problems such as the quadratic assignment problem
(QAP) and largest common subgraph (LCS). We propose cycle mutation, a new mutation operator
whose inspiration is the well-known cycle crossover operator, and the concept of a permutation cycle.
We use fitness landscape analysis to explore the problem characteristics for which cycle mutation
works best. As a prerequisite, we develop new permutation distance measures: cycle distance, k-cycle
distance, and cycle edit distance. The fitness landscape analysis predicts that cycle mutation is better
suited for assignment and mapping problems than it is for ordering problems. We experimentally
validate these findings showing cycle mutation’s strengths on problems such as QAP and LCS, and
its limitations on problems such as the TSP, while also showing that it is less prone to local optima
than commonly used alternatives. We integrate cycle mutation into the open source Chips-n-Salsa
library, and the new distance metrics into the open source JavaPermutationTools library.
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1. Introduction
In an evolutionary algorithm (EA), a problem is solved through the simulated evolution of a population that evolves over many generations. There are many types of EA
that mostly differ in the types of problems they solve and in how solutions are represented.
For example, a genetic algorithm (GA) [1], the original EA, usually represents a candidate
solution to an optimization problem with a vector of bits. Evolution strategies (ESs) [2]
focus specifically on real-valued function optimization, utilizing a vector of floating-point
values to represent each candidate solution. Genetic programming [3] is an approach to
automatic inductive programming, and evolves a population of programs, each of which is
typically represented with a tree structure.
This paper focuses on EAs that encode solutions with permutations, often referred to
as a permutation-based GA [4–7], while others prefer the more general term EA [8,9] to
avoid confusion with a binary-encoded GA. Solutions to some problems are more naturally
represented with a permutation than with another representation. The classic example is
the traveling salesperson problem (TSP), where a solution is a tour of the cities, and thus
can be represented in a straightforward way as a permutation of indexes into a list of cities.
One challenge with designing a permutation EA is deciding which genetic operators
to use. This is less of an issue with the classic bit-vector GA or a real-valued ES because
it is possible to mutate bits independently of the rest of a bit-vector in a GA, and realvalued alleles in an ES can likewise be mutated independently from the vector as a whole,
such as with Gaussian mutation [10] or Cauchy mutation [11]. Within a permutationbased EA, mutation cannot change individual elements independent of the rest of the
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permutation. For example, in the permutation [2, 4, 0, 3, 1] of the first five integers, we
cannot mutate one value in isolation or it leads to an invalid permutation. Crossover cannot
naively exchange parts of parents. For example, if one parent is as above, and the other is
[4, 2, 1, 0, 3], exchanging the second and third elements between the parents leads to two
invalid permutations, [2, 2, 1, 3, 1] and [4, 4, 0, 0, 3]. Thus, for permutations, mutation and
crossover must consider the overall structure to ensure a valid encoding.
As a consequence, many mutation and crossover operators exist for permutations.
The suitability of each depends upon the characteristics of the permutation that most
significantly impacts solution fitness for the problem at hand, such as absolute element
positions, relative element positions, or element precedences [12,13]. Only relative positions
matter to fitness of a TSP solution. For example, if cities i and j are adjacent in the
permutation, then the solution includes the edge (i, j) regardless of where the pair of
cities appears. The absolute element positions are most important for other problems,
such as the largest common subgraph (LCS). The LCS is an NP-hard [14] optimization
problem involving finding a one-to-one mapping between the vertex sets of a pair of
graphs to maximize the number of edges of the common subgraph implied by the mapping.
As a permutation problem, one holds the vertexes of one graph in a fixed order, and a
permutation of the vertexes of the other graph represents a mapping. The absolute index
of a vertex in the permutation therefore corresponds to the vertex it is mapped to in the
other graph.
Mutation for permutations is most often one of swap mutation, insertion mutation,
reversal mutation, or scramble mutation [15]. There are many permutation crossover
operators that focus on maintaining different characteristics of the parents, including order
crossover [16], non-wrapping order crossover [17], uniform order-based crossover [18],
partially matched crossover [19], uniform partially matched crossover [20], precedence
preservative crossover [21], edge assembly crossover [22,23], and cycle crossover (CX) [24].
The central aim of this paper is development of a mutation operator for permutations
that (a) is characterized by small random perturbations on average, (b) has a large neighborhood size, and (c) is tunable. These properties enable focused search with improved
handling of local optima. No such mutation operators currently exist for permutations.
For bit-vectors, the standard bit-flip mutation satisfies all of these properties. For example,
the bit-flip mutation rate M is usually set to a low value for a small average number of
bits flipped, but can be tuned for problems where greater mutation is beneficial, and as
long as M is non-zero, the neighborhood includes all other bit-vectors. Similarly, Gaussian
mutation in an ES satisfies all of these properties, with a tunable parameter, the standard deviation of the Gaussian. All existing permutation mutation operators have a fixed
neighborhood size, which in most cases is small, that depends only on permutation length.
To achieve this aim, we present a new mutation operator called cycle mutation, which
relies on the concept of a permutation cycle and is inspired by CX. Rather than operating on
two parents as CX does, cycle mutation instead mutates a single member of the population.
Thus, it is also applicable to non-population metaheuristics such as simulated annealing
(SA) [25–27]. We develop two variations of cycle mutation, Cycle(kmax) and Cycle(α),
offering two ways of addressing locally optimal solutions.
To formally demonstrate that cycle mutation achieves the target properties of large
neighborhood but small average changes, we conduct a fitness landscape analysis of
cycle mutation, and other permutation mutation operators for three NP-hard optimization
problems [14], the TSP, the LCS, and the quadratic assignment problem (QAP). The fitness
landscape analysis predicts that cycle mutation likely performs well for assignment and
mapping problems, such as LCS and QAP, where absolute positions directly affect fitness,
but that it may be less well-suited to relative ordering problems such as the TSP. We
use fitness distance correlation (FDC) [28], which requires a measure of distance between
solutions that corresponds to the operator under analysis. Appropriate measures of distance
exist for the operators to which we compare. However, no existing permutation distance
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functions are suitable for the new cycle mutation. Therefore, we introduce three new
permutation distance measures: cycle distance, k-cycle distance, and cycle edit distance.
To validate the new cycle mutation, we experiment with the LCS, QAP, and TSP,
comparing cycle mutation with commonly used permutation mutation operators within a
(1 + 1)-EA as well as within SA. The results support the predictions of the fitness landscape
analysis, demonstrating the efficacy of cycle mutation for assignment problems such as LCS
and QAP, while also showing that cycle mutation is inferior to alternatives for the TSP where
relative element positions are more important than absolute locations. The experiments
also show that the Cycle(α) variation is especially effective at escaping local optima.
A secondary aim of this research is to enable reproducibility [29], as well as to advance
the state of practice. Therefore, we integrate our Java implementation of cycle mutation
into the open source Chips-n-Salsa library [30], and cycle distance, k-cycle distance, and
cycle edit distance into the open source JavaPermutationTools library [31]. Chips-n-Salsa
is a library for stochastic and adaptive local search as well as EAs. JavaPermutationTools
is a library for computation on permutations and sequences, with a focus on measures
of distance. We also disseminate the source code for the fitness landscape analysis and
experiments, as well as the raw and processed experiment data, on GitHub (https://github.
com/cicirello/cycle-mutation-experiments, accessed on 26 May 2022).
We begin by introducing necessary background in Section 2. We proceed with our
methods in Section 3, including deriving the new cycle mutation and distance metrics,
as well as performing the fitness landscape analysis. Results are presented in Section 4. We
wrap up with a discussion and conclusions in Section 5 including discussing insights into
the situations where the new cycle mutation is likely to excel.
2. Background
This section provides background on common mutation operators for permutations
(Section 2.1); permutation cycles (Section 2.2), which is the theoretical basis for the new
cycle mutation; the CX operator (Section 2.3) on which the new cycle mutation is based;
and NP-hard combinatorial optimization problems (Section 2.4) used later in this article.
2.1. Permutation Mutation Operators
We later compare cycle mutation to the most common permutation mutation operators,
including the following. Swap picks two different elements uniformly at random and
exchanges their locations within the permutation. All other elements remain in their
current positions. Insertion picks an element uniformly at random, removes it from the
permutation, and reinserts it at a different position chosen uniformly at random. This has
the effect of shifting all elements between the removal and insertion points. Reversal (also
known as inversion) reverses the order of a subsequence of the permutation, where the end
points are chosen uniformly at random. Scramble (also known as shuffle) randomizes the
order of a subsequence of the permutation, where the end points of the subsequence are
chosen uniformly at random. Scramble is the most disruptive of these operators.
Prior fitness landscape analyses (e.g., [32]) show that swap strongly dominates when
absolute positions are most important to fitness; reversal is best for relative positions with
undirected edges, followed by insertion and swap, but reversal performs poorly with
directed edges; and insertion is best when element precedences most greatly affect fitness.
2.2. Permutation Cycles
Cycle mutation relies upon the concept of a permutation cycle [33]. Align two permutations such that corresponding positions are vertically adjacent, such as
p1 = [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]
p2 = [2, 3, 0, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 4, 1].

(1)
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Consider a directed graph with one vertex for each element. In this example, the hypothetical graph has 10 vertexes. Corresponding positions define directed edges. For example,
p1 and p2 have 0 and 2 at the beginning, respectively, which implies an edge from vertex 0
to vertex 2. Thus, the directed edges of the graph induced by p1 and p2 are

{(0, 2), (1, 3), (2, 0), (3, 5), (4, 6), (5, 7), (6, 8), (7, 9), (8, 4), (9, 1)}.

(2)

A permutation cycle is a cycle in this graph. Thus, in this example, there are three
permutation cycles, consisting of the following sets of vertexes:

{0, 2}, {1, 3, 5, 7, 9}, {4, 6, 8}.

(3)

2.3. Cycle Crossover (CX)
The CX [24] operator creates two children from two parents as follows. It first selects
an index into one parent uniformly at random. It computes the permutation cycle for
the pair of parents that includes the chosen element. Child c1 receives the positions of
the elements that are in the cycle from p2 and the positions of the other elements from
p1 . Likewise, child c2 receives the positions of the elements that are in the cycle from p1
and the positions of the others from p2 . The runtime to apply CX is Θ(n), where n is the
permutation length.
Consider an example where the parents are the permutations of Equation (1), which
consist of three permutation cycles (see Equation (3)). The result of CX depends upon the
random starting element. If element 0 or 2 begins the cycle, then the children are:
c1 = [2, 1, 0, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]
c2 = [0, 3, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 4, 1].

(4)

If one of the elements {1, 3, 5, 7, 9} begins the cycle, then the children are:
c1 = [0, 3, 2, 5, 4, 7, 6, 9, 8, 1]
c2 = [2, 1, 0, 3, 6, 5, 8, 7, 4, 9].

(5)

Otherwise, if one of the elements {4, 6, 8} begins the cycle, then the children are:
c1 = [0, 1, 2, 3, 6, 5, 8, 7, 4, 9]
c2 = [2, 3, 0, 5, 4, 7, 6, 9, 8, 1].

(6)

Since the starting element is chosen uniformly at random, larger cycles are chosen
with greater probability. In this example, the probability of generating the first pair of
children above is 0.2, while the probability of generating the second pair of children is 0.5,
and the probability of generating the last pair of children is 0.3.
One characteristic of CX is that every element of each child has its absolute position
within the permutation from one or the other of the two parents. In this way, it is particularly
well suited to permutation problems where absolute position has greatest effect on fitness,
since the children are inheriting absolute element position from the parents.
2.4. Test Problems
We now provide background on the TSP, QAP, and LCS, which are NP-hard combinatorial optimization problems used in the fitness landscape analysis and experiments.
2.4.1. TSP
In the TSP, a salesperson must complete a tour of n cities to minimize total cost, usually
distance traveled. The cities are vertexes of a completely connected graph. A tour is a
simple cycle that includes all n vertexes. The NP-complete decision variant of the TSP
asks whether a tour exists with cost at most C; and the NP-hard optimization problem
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seeks the minimum cost tour [14]. The TSP is widely studied and is perhaps the most
common combinatorial optimization problem in experimental studies. It has been used in
machine learning [34,35], ant colony optimization [36,37], GA [19,24,38,39], other forms of
EA [22,23,40], and other metaheuristics [41–45]. There are variations of the problem, such
as the asymmetric TSP (ATSP), where the cost of using an edge differs depending upon
the direction of travel along the edge [46,47]. Some variations include problem domain
characteristics, such as in delivery route planning [43] and wireless sensor networks [48].
2.4.2. QAP
The formal definition of the QAP is as follows. We are given an n by n cost matrix
C, and an m by m distance matrix D, such that m ≥ n. The NP-complete decision version
of the problem [14] asks the question, for a given bound B: Does there exist a one-to-one
function f : {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} → {0, 1, . . . , m − 1}, such that:
n −1 n −1

∑ ∑ Ci,j D f (i), f ( j) ≤ B?

(7)

i =0 j =0
j 6 =i

The NP-hard optimization version of the QAP is to find the one-to-one function
f : {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} → {0, 1, . . . , m − 1} that minimizes
n −1 n −1

∑ ∑ Ci,j D f (i), f ( j) .

(8)

i =0 j =0
j 6 =i

Most authors consider the case when n = m. This problem is naturally represented
with permutations. When n = m, a solution (i.e., the one-to-one function f ) is simply
represented as a permutation of the integers {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}. In the more general case,
a solution is the first n integers in a permutation of the integers {0, 1, . . . , m − 1}. The QAP
is an especially challenging NP-hard optimization problem, where you most often find
experimental studies utilizing what seems to be rather small instances (e.g., n < 50).
A wide variety of EA, metaheuristics, and heuristic approaches have been proposed for the
QAP [49–55].
2.4.3. LCS
The LCS problem [14] is closely related to the subgraph isomorphism problem. In the
LCS problem, we are given graphs G1 = (V1 , E1 ) and G2 = (V2 , E2 ), with vertex sets V1
and V2 , and edge sets E1 and E2 . In the optimization variant of the problem, we must
find the graph G3 = (V3 , E3 ), such that G3 is isomorphic to a subgraph of G1 and G3 is
isomorphic to a subgraph of G2 , and such that the cardinality of edge set | E3 | is maximized.
This problem is NP-hard. The NP-complete decision variant of the problem asks whether
there exists such a graph G3 such that | E3 | ≥ K for some threshold K.
If |V1 | = |V2 |, then a solution is represented by a permutation of {0, 1, . . . , |V1 | − 1},
and more generally the solution is represented by the first min(|V1 |, |V2 |) integers of a
permutation of {0, 1, . . . , max(|V1 |, |V2 |) − 1}. Without loss of generality, assume that
|V1 | ≤ |V2 |. For permutation p of integers {0, 1, . . . , |V2 | − 1}, the number of edges | E3 | in
the common subgraph implied by such a permutation is then computed as
(
1 if ( p(u), p(v)) ∈ E2
| E3 | = ∑
(9)
/ E2 ,
(u,v)∈ E1 0 if ( p ( u ), p ( v )) ∈
where p(u) means the element in position u of permutation p. This is most efficiently
implemented if the smaller graph, G1 , is represented with adjacency lists or by a simple list
of ordered pairs as the edge set; and if the larger graph G2 is represented with an adjacency
matrix to enable constant time checks for existence of edges.
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Prior approaches to the LCS problem include GA [20], hill-climbing [56], and heuristic
approaches [57–59]. There are applications of the LCS problem in computer-aided engineering [56], software engineering [59], protein molecule comparisons [58], integrated circuit
design [57,60], natural language processing [61], and cybersecurity [62], among others.
3. Methods
To achieve the objective of a tunable mutation operator with a large neighborhood but
small average changes, we derive two forms of the new cycle mutation in Section 3.1.
To gain an understanding of the topology of fitness landscapes associated with cycle
mutation, we use a variety of fitness landscape analysis tools. This requires measures of
permutation distance corresponding to the mutation operators. Ideally, these should be
edit distances where the mutation operator is the edit operation. Edit distance is defined
as the minimum cost of the edit operations necessary to transform one structure into
the other, and originated within the context of string distance [63,64]. There are many
permutation distance measures available in the literature [12,13,31,65–68], including several
edit distances. However, none of these are suitable for characterizing the distance between
permutations within the context of cycle mutation. Therefore, in Section 3.2, we derive new
measures of permutation distance: cycle distance, cycle edit distance, and k-cycle distance.
We then proceed with the fitness landscape analysis in Section 3.3. We derive the
diameter of the fitness landscapes for both forms of cycle mutation, as well as for other
common permutation mutation operators. The diameter of a fitness landscape is the
distance between the two furthest points, where distance is the minimum number of
applications of the operators to transform one point to the other. Thus, diameter directly
relates to neighborhood size, where larger neighborhood corresponds to smaller diameter,
providing a means to quantify our objective of a mutation with large neighborhood. The
fitness landscape analysis then utilizes FDC, which is the Pearson correlation coefficient
between the fitness of solutions, and the distance to the nearest optimal solution [28].
The FDC analysis uses the TSP, LCS, and QAP problems, so that we can explore the behavior
of the cycle mutation operator on a variety of permutation problems. To directly address
the objective of mutation with small average changes, the fitness landscape analysis also
uses search landscape calculus [32], which examines the average local rate of fitness change.
3.1. Cycle Mutation
We present two variations of cycle mutation. Both forms mutate permutation p by
inducing a permutation cycle of length k. The primary difference between the two versions
is in how k is chosen. We provide notation and operations shared by the two variations in
Section 3.1.1, followed by the presentations of the two versions, Cycle(kmax) in Section 3.1.2
and Cycle(α) in Section 3.1.3, and finally a comparison of the asymptotic runtime of the
new cycle mutation with commonly used mutation operators in Section 3.1.4.
3.1.1. Shared Notation and Operations
Let p be a permutation of length n, such that p(i ) is the element at index i. Assume
that indexes into p are 0-based (i.e., valid indexes are {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}), as are array indexes.
Algorithm 1 shows pseudocode for the core operation of both variations of cycle mutation.
Namely, it induces a cycle in the given permutation p from an array of indexes into p.
Algorithm 1 CreateCycle( p, indexes)
1:
2:
3:
4:

temp ← p(indexes[0])
for i = 1 to n − 1 do
p(indexes[i − 1]) ← p(indexes[i ])
p(indexes[n − 1]) ← temp
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As an example of its behavior, consider the following permutation:
p = [2, 6, 0, 5, 3, 8, 7, 9, 4, 1].

(10)

Now consider the following array of indexes into p:
indexes = [3, 7, 1, 4].

(11)

Executing CreateCycle( p, indexes) will produce the permutation p0 such that p0 (3) = p(7),
= p(1), p0 (1) = p(4), andp0 (4) = p(3), resulting in the following:

p 0 (7)

p0 = [2, 3, 0, 9, 5, 8, 7, 6, 4, 1].

(12)

The runtime of CreateCycle is linear in the induced cycle length.
One of the steps of cycle mutation requires sampling k random indexes into permutation p without replacement. Algorithm 2 shows our sampling approach, which uses one of
three algorithms depending on the value of k relative to the permutation length n.
Algorithm 2 Sample(n, k)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

if k ≥ n2 then
return √ReservoirSample(n, k )
else if k ≥ n then
return PoolSample(n, k)
else
return InsertionSample(n, k)

When k ≥ n2 , we use Vitter’s reservoir sampling algorithm [69] (line 2 of Algorithm
2),
√
which has a runtime of O(n) and utilizes O(n − k) random numbers. When n ≤ k < n2 ,
we use Ernvall and Nevalainen’s sampling algorithm [70], which we refer to as PoolSample
in line 4 of Algorithm 2, and which also has a runtime of O(n), but requires O(k) random
numbers. Asymptotic runtime of both of these options is O(n), but since random number
generation is a costly operation with very significant impact on the runtime of an EA [71],
our approach chooses
the sampling algorithm that requires fewer random numbers.
√
When k < n, we use what we believe is a brand new sampling algorithm: insertion
sampling (Algorithm 2, line 6). Insertion sampling’s runtime is O(k2 ), and requires O(k)
random numbers. Since runtime increases quadratically in k, insertion sampling is only
a good choice when k is very small relative to n. Pseudocode for insertion sampling is
in Algorithm 3. To ensure a duplicate-free result, it maintains a sorted list of the integers
selected thus far, and inserts into that list in a way similar to insertion sort. The Rand( a, b)
in Algorithm 3 is a uniform random variable over the interval [ a, b], inclusive.
Algorithm 3 InsertionSample(n, k)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

result ← a new array of length k
for i = 0 to k − 1 do
v ← Rand(0, n − i − 1)
j ← k−i
while j < k and v ≥ result[ j] do
v ← v+1
result[ j − 1] ← result[ j]
j ← j+1
result[ j − 1] ← v
return result

The composite sampling algorithm of Algorithm 2 runs in O(min(n, k2 )) time and
requires O(min(k, n − k)) random numbers. We integrated this composite sampling algo-
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rithm, the new insertion sampling algorithm, as well as our implementations of reservoir
sampling and pool sampling into an open source Java library ρµ (https://github.com/
cicirello/rho-mu, accessed on 26 May 2022), independent of the application to EA of
this article.
3.1.2. Cycle(kmax)
In the first version of cycle mutation (Algorithm 4), called Cycle(kmax), the induced
cycle length k is uniformly random from the interval [2, kmax], such that kmax ≥ 2.
Algorithm 4 CycleMutation( p, kmax)
k ← Rand(2, kmax)
indexes ← Sample(n, k)
3: Shuffle(indexes)
4: CreateCycle( p, indexes)
1:
2:

It first selects the cycle length k in O(1) time. Next, k indexes are sampled uniformly
at random without replacement (line 2) with a call to Sample(n, k) of Algorithm 2. Since
k ≤ kmax, the worst-case runtime of that step is O(min(n, kmax2 )). This array of indexes
is randomized (line 3), with a worst-case cost of O(kmax). Finally, a cycle is induced
from the randomized list of k indexes with a call to the CreateCycle of Algorithm 1 in
line 4, which also costs O(kmax) time in the worst case. Thus, the worst-case runtime is
O(min(n, kmax2 )), since the most costly step is sampling the indexes. The average case is
+2 is proportional to kmax.
also O(min(n, kmax2 )) since the average cycle length k̄ = kmax
2
Cycle(kmax) limits the induced permutation cycle to a predetermined maximum
length, with all cycle lengths up to kmax equally likely. This enables tuning the size of the
local neighborhood, with lower kmax leading to a smaller neighborhood and higher kmax
creating a larger neighborhood. Thus, increasing kmax may lead to fewer local optima in
the fitness landscape, but would also lead to a more disruptive and less focused search.
3.1.3. Cycle(α)
The second version of cycle mutation, called Cycle(α), maximizes the size of the local
neighborhood while retaining the local focus of a small cycle length. Cycle(α) allows any
possible cycle length k ∈ [2, n], but chooses a smaller cycle length with higher probability
than a greater cycle length. Specifically, the probability of choosing cycle length k is
proportional to αk−2 . Thus, the probability P(k ) of choosing cycle length k is
P(k) =

α k −2
α k −2 (1 − α )
.
=
i
−
2
1 − α n −1
α

(13)

∑in=2

The α is a parameter of the operator such that 0 < α < 1. The nearer α is to 0, the more
probabilistic weight is placed upon lower values of k relative to higher values.
From this, we can derive a mathematical transformation from uniform random number
U ∈ [0.0, 1.0) to corresponding cycle length k. Choose k according to the following:
(
k=

2

if 0 ≤ U < P(2)

j

if ∑i=2 P(i ) ≤ U < ∑i=2 P(i ).

(

j

j −1

(14)

j

This is equivalent to
k = argmin
j∈[2,n]

∑ P (i )

i =2

)

(
subject to

j

∑ P (i ) > U

i =2

)
.

(15)
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Substituting Equation (13) into the constraint and simplifying arrives at
(
k = argmin
j∈[2,n]

j

∑ P (i )

)


subject to

i =2


1 − α j −1
>U .
1 − α n −1

(16)

Solve the constraint for j to derive
(
k = argmin
j∈[2,n]

j

∑ P (i )

)


subject to

j>

i =2


log(1 − (1 − αn−1 )U )
+1 .
log(α)

(17)

Since the summation inside the argmin increases as j increases, this is equivalent to

k = min { j} subject to
j∈[2,n]


log(1 − (1 − αn−1 )U )
j>
+1 .
log(α)

(18)

Finally, we compute k from U via

k = 2+


log(1 − (1 − αn−1 )U )
.
log(α)

(19)

Since α is a parameter that does not change during the run, and since the permutation
length n is likewise fixed based on the problem instance we are solving, the (1 − αn−1 ) and
the log(α) are constants that can be computed a single time at the start of the run.
Algorithm 5 shows pseudocode of Cycle(α). The worst-case runtime is O(n), which
occurs when the random k equals n, leading lines 3–4 to cost O(n). The worst case is a
rare occurrence. Since mutation is applied a very large number of times during an EA, it is
more meaningful to examine the average runtime of mutation. To determine the average
runtime, we must first compute the expected cycle length E[k] as follows:
n

E[k] =

∑ kP(k)

k =2

=

(1 − α )
1 − α n −1

n

∑ kαk−2

k =2
2 − α + nαn − nαn−1

− α n −1
(1 − α)(1 − αn−1 )
2 − α + nαn − nαn−1 − αn−1
≤ lim
n→∞
(1 − α)(1 − αn−1 )
2−α
=
.
1−α

=

(20)

The expected cycle lengths for Cycle(0.25), Cycle(0.5), and Cycle(0.75) are E[k ] ≤ 2 13 ,
E[k] ≤ 3, and E[k ] ≤ 5, respectively. The average runtime of Cycle(α) is therefore
α 2
O(min(n, ( 21−
−α ) )) due to the call to Sample( n, k ) in line 2 of Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5 CycleMutation( p, α)
h
i
log(1−(1−αn−1 )U )
1: k ← 2 +
log(α)
2:
3:
4:

indexes ← Sample(n, k)
Shuffle(indexes)
CreateCycle( p, indexes)
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3.1.4. Asymptotic Runtime Summary
Table 1 summarizes the asymptotic runtime of cycle mutation and common mutation
operators. Swap mutation is a constant time operation, while the worst -case runtime of
insertion, reversal, scramble, and Cycle(α) is linear in the permutation length n. The worst
case for Cycle(kmax) is between these extremes, depending upon kmax.
Since mutation is computed a very large number of times during an EA, average
runtime is more meaningful. The average runtime of insertion, reversal, and scramble is
O(n). The average runtime of Cycle(α) depends upon α. However, other than values of α
very near 1.0, the average runtime is essentially a constant. Although the runtime of swap
is constant, and that of cycle mutation is very nearly constant depending on α or kmax,
they are not strictly superior to the linear time operators for all problems. Some problem
characteristics may lead to superior performance with fewer applications of one of the
linear time mutation operators than if the constant time swap was instead used.
Table 1. Asymptotic runtime of cycle mutation and common permutation mutation operators.
Mutation Operator
Cycle(kmax)
Cycle(α)
Swap
Insertion
Reversal
Scramble

Worst Case

Average Case
2

O(min(n, kmax ))
O(n)
O (1)
O(n)
O(n)
O(n)

O(min(n, kmax2 ))
α 2
O(min(n, ( 21−
−α ) ))
O (1)
O(n)
O(n)
O(n)

3.2. New Measures of Permutation Distance
We now present three new measures of permutation distance: cycle distance (Section 3.2.1),
cycle edit distance (Section 3.2.2), and k-cycle distance (Section 3.2.3).
3.2.1. Cycle Distance
As a first step toward a distance measure appropriate for use in analyzing fitness
landscapes associated with the Cycle(α) form of cycle mutation, we present cycle distance.
Cycle(α) mutates a permutation by inducing a cycle whose length is only limited by the
permutation length itself. Therefore, cycle distance is the count of the number of nonsingleton cycles. We can define the cycle distance between permutations p1 and p2 as
δ( p1 , p2 ) = CycleCount( p1 , p2 ) − FixedPointCount( p1 , p2 ),

(21)

where CycleCount is the number of permutation cycles, and FixedPointCount is the number of singleton cycles or fixed points, which is a cycle of length one (i.e., a point where
both permutations contain the same element). We compute cycle distance in O(n) time.
Cycle distance is a semi-metric, since it satisfies all of the metric properties except for
the triangle inequality. First, it obviously satisfies non-negativity since δ( p1 , p2 ) clearly
cannot be negative since there cannot be a negative number of non-singleton permutation
cycles. Second, it is obvious that δ( p1 , p2 ) = δ( p2 , p1 ), and is thus symmetric. Third, it
satisfies the identity of indiscernibles as follows. When p1 = p2 = p, we have
δ( p, p) = CycleCount( p, p) − FixedPointCount( p, p) = n − n = 0,

(22)

since the cycle count is n (i.e., n singleton cycles), and thus the number of fixed points is
also n. In the other direction, we have
δ( p1 , p2 ) = 0 =⇒ CycleCount( p1 , p2 ) = FixedPointCount( p1 , p2 ) =⇒ p1 = p2 ,
since the only way that every cycle is a fixed point is if p1 and p2 are identical.

(23)
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To demonstrate the violation of the triangle inequality, consider the permutations:
p1 = [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]
p2 = [1, 0, 3, 2, 5, 4, 7, 6, 9, 8]

(24)

p3 = [0, 3, 2, 5, 4, 7, 6, 9, 8, 1].
Observe δ( p1 , p2 ) = 5 since every consecutive pair of elements in p1 is swapped in p2 ,
creating five cycles of length two. All even-numbered elements are fixed points for p1 and
p3 , and all odd-numbered elements form a single cycle. That is, keep the even elements
fixed and cycle the odd elements to the left within p1 to obtain p3 . Thus, δ( p1 , p3 ) = 1.
Finally, inspect p3 and p2 to note that if we cycle all of the elements of p3 one position to the
right, we obtain p2 . Therefore, δ( p3 , p2 ) = 1. Thus, since δ( p1 , p2 ) > δ( p1 , p3 ) + δ( p3 , p2 ),
cycle distance does not satisfy the triangle inequality, and is only a semi-metric.
The diameter of the space of permutations Sn of length n given a measure of distance
δ is the maximal distance between points in that space. Define the diameter D (n, δ) as
D (n, δ) = max {δ( p1 , p2 )}.
p1 ,p2 ∈Sn

(25)

Since each non-singleton cycle contributes one to cycle distance, independent of cycle
length, the maximum case is when the number of non-singleton cycles is maximized.
The smallest non-singleton cycle is length two. The maximum cycle distance therefore
occurs when there are [n/2] cycles of length two, leading to a diameter of
hni
D (n, δ) =
.
(26)
2
3.2.2. Cycle Edit Distance
Although cycle distance relates to the Cycle(α) operator, it is not actually an edit
distance with Cycle(α) as the edit operation. However, we can utilize it to define such an
edit distance. To define cycle edit distance as the minimum number of induced permutation
cycles necessary to transform p1 into p2 , we can formally define cycle edit distance as


0
δe ( p1 , p2 ) = 1


2

if p1 = p2
if δ( p1 , p2 ) = 1

(27)

if δ( p1 , p2 ) > 1,

where δ( p1 , p2 ) is cycle distance (Equation (21)). If there is exactly one non-singleton cycle,
we can trivially transform it to all fixed points by cycling the elements of that cycle. If there
are two or more non-singleton cycles, there exists a cycle of the union of the elements of
those cycles that will merge all of them into a single larger cycle, possibly producing some
fixed points. See Equation (24) for an example. Thus, one cycle edit operation merges all
non-singleton cycles, and a second cycle edit transforms it into all fixed points. We can
compute cycle edit distance in O(n) time since we can compute cycle distance in O(n) time.
Cycle edit distance satisfies all of the metric properties as follows. From Equation (27), it is
trivial to confirm non-negativity, symmetry, and the identity of indiscernibles. Without loss
of generality, assume that p1 , p2 , and p3 are all different. Thus, δe ( p1 , p3 ) + δe ( p3 , p2 ) ≥
1 + 1 ≥ 2, implying δe ( p1 , p2 ) ≤ δe ( p1 , p3 ) + δe ( p3 , p2 ) since δe ( p1 , p2 ) ≤ 2 by definition.
Thus, cycle edit distance satisfies the triangle inequality, and it is therefore a metric.
Multiple non-singleton cycles can only exist if permutation length n ≥ 4, and permutations of length one must be identical. Thus, the diameter of cycle edit distance is


0
D (n, δe ) = 1


2

if n ≤ 1
if 1 < n ≤ 3
if 3 < n.

(28)
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3.2.3. K-Cycle Distance
Cycle distance and cycle edit distance assume that arbitrary length cycles can be
induced in a single operation, which is needed for Cycle(α) since it does not restrict the
induced cycle length. However, this is not suitable when characterizing fitness landscapes
for the Cycle(kmax) mutation operator, which does limit the cycle length to kmax.
We now define k-cycle distance, which limits operations to inducing cycles of lengths
{2, 3, . . . , k}. The k-cycle distance is not an edit distance. Instead, it is a weighted sum
over the cycles of the pair of permutations, where the weight of each cycle is the minimum
number of induced cycles of length at most k necessary to transform the cycle to all fixed
points. That is, k-cycle distance does not consider operations that span multiple cycles.
A cycle of length c ≤ k can be transformed to c fixed points by inducing a cycle of
length c. If the cycle length c > k, a sequence of cycles can derive c fixed points. For k-cycle
distance, iteratively induce cycles of length k until the remaining cycle length is at most
k, completing the transformation with one final cycle operation. Each intermediate cycle
creates k − 1 fixed points. Consider the following example beginning with permutations:
p1 = [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]
p2 = [2, 3, 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 4, 0].

(29)

There are two non-singleton permutation cycles in this example with element sets:

{1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 0, 2}, {4, 6, 8}.

(30)

If we are computing 3-cycle distance, then we consider cycle mutations of lengths 2
and 3. The cycle with elements {4, 6, 8} can thus be transformed into all fixed points with a
single cycle mutation since its length is less than or equal to 3 to obtain
p1 = [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]
p2 = [2, 3, 1, 5, 4, 7, 6, 9, 8, 0].

(31)

The longer cycle {1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 0, 2} requires a sequence of three operations. The first two
produce k − 1 = 2 fixed points each with one final cycle mutation for the remaining three
elements. First, cycle elements 3, 5, and 7, resulting in fixed points for elements 3 and 5:
p1 = [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]
p2 = [2, 7, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 8, 0].

(32)

A cycle of {1, 7, 9, 0, 2} remains. Cycle elements 7, 9, and 0, creating fixed points 7 and 9:
p1 = [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]
p2 = [2, 0, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9].

(33)

A cycle of {1, 0, 2} remains, which transforms into fixed points with one final cycle mutation:
p1 = [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]
p2 = [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9].

(34)

With this example in mind, we now derive the k-cycle distance, assuming k ≥ 2. First,
given a cycle of length c, the fewest cycle edits of length at most k necessary to transform it
to c fixed points is [(c − 1)/(k − 1)]. To compute k-cycle distance, sum this over all cycles,
CycleSet( p1 , p2 ), of the permutations p1 and p2 . Therefore, define k-cycle distance by


c−1
δk ( p1 , p2 ) =
.
(35)
∑
k−1
cycle∈CycleSet( p ,p )
c=|cycle|

1

2
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The k-cycle distance can be computed in O(n) time. It is a metric when k ≤ 4, but it is
only a semi-metric for k ≥ 5. Independent of k, it trivially satisfies non-negativity since the
expression within the sum of Equation (35) is never negative; and since CycleSet( p1 , p2 )
computes the same set of cycles as CycleSet( p2 , p1 ), it is also trivially symmetric. It satisfies
the identity of indiscernibles as follows. If p1 = p2 = p, then there are n singleton cycles,
and since the expression within the sum of Equation (35) is 0 when c = 1, we have
δk ( p, p) = 0. In the other direction, if δk ( p1 , p2 ) = 0, then all elements in the summation
must be 0, and that only occurs with fixed points. Thus, δk ( p1 , p2 ) = 0 =⇒ p1 = p2 .
The triangle inequality is violated if k ≥ 5. Consider this case with k = 6:
p1 = [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5]
p2 = [1, 0, 3, 2, 5, 4]

(36)

p3 = [0, 3, 2, 5, 4, 1].
The 6-cycle distance allows cycle operations of length up to six. Note that δ6 ( p1 , p2 ) = 3
since there are three cycles of length two; δ6 ( p1 , p3 ) = 1 since the even-numbered elements
are fixed points, and the odd-numbered elements form a single cycle of length three; and
δ6 ( p3 , p2 ) = 1, with a single cycle of length six (i.e., cycle the elements of p3 one position
to the right to obtain p2 ). Thus, δ6 ( p1 , p3 ) + δ6 ( p3 , p2 ) = 1 + 1 = 2 < δ6 ( p1 , p2 ). Therefore,
6-cycle distance is only a semi-metric, as is k-cycle distance for any other k ≥ 6.
We can produce a similar example for the case of k = 5 as follows:
p1 = [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5]
p2 = [1, 0, 3, 2, 5, 4]

(37)

p3 = [0, 3, 2, 5, 1, 4].
As in the previous example, δ5 ( p1 , p2 ) = 3. Note that δ5 ( p1 , p3 ) = 1 since {0, 2} are
fixed points, and there is a single cycle of the elements {1, 3, 5, 4}; and δ5 ( p3 , p2 ) = 1, with a
fixed point for element 4, and a single cycle of the remaining five elements. In this example,
δ5 ( p1 , p3 ) + δ5 ( p3 , p2 ) < δ5 ( p1 , p2 ). Thus, 5-cycle distance is also only a semi-metric.
In general, as many as k non-singleton cycles can be merged into a single larger cycle
by cycling k elements, where the cycle edit includes at least one element of each of the
merged cycles. This is also true when k < 5, but for k < 5 the resulting merged cycle is
larger than k, requiring multiple cycle edits to transform into all fixed points.
When k ≤ 4, the k-cycle distance satisfies the triangle inequality, and is a metric; but
when k ≥ 5, it is only a semi-metric. Indeed, when k ≤ 4, the k-cycle distance is equivalent
to an edit distance with cycles of length up to k as the edit operations. For example, 2-cycle
distance is equivalent to an existing distance metric known as interchange distance, which
is an edit distance with swap as its edit operation, which is a metric.
The diameter of the space of permutations for k-cycle distance depends upon the
permutation length n in relation to k. When k is high, distance is maximized by maximizing
the number of permutation cycles, which occurs when there are [n/2] cycles of length 2.
When k is low, distance is maximized when there is a single cycle of length n, which requires
[(n − 1)/(k − 1)] cycle operations to transform to n fixed points. Thus, the diameter is
  

n
n−1
D (n, δk ) = max
,
.
(38)
2
k−1
3.3. Fitness Landscape Analysis
The fitness landscape analysis includes calculation of landscape diameters in Section 3.3.1,
FDC analysis in Section 3.3.2, and an analysis of the search landscape calculus in Section 3.3.3.
We synthesize the fitness landscape analysis findings in Section 3.3.4.
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When an edit distance is required, such as to compute FDC and the diameter, we use
cycle edit distance for Cycle(α), and k-cycle distance for Cycle(kmax). Swap’s edit distance
is interchange distance, the minimum number of swaps to transform p1 into p2 :
δi ( p1 , p2 ) = n − CycleCount( p1 , p2 ),

(39)

where CycleCount( p1 , p2 ) is the number of permutation cycles. The edit distance for
insertion mutation is known as reinsertion distance, the minimum number of insertion
mutations needed to transform p1 into p2 . It is efficiently computed as [32]:
δr ( p1 , p2 ) = n − |LongestCommonSubsequence( p1 , p2 )|,

(40)

where LongestCommonSubsequence( p1 , p2 ) is the longest common subsequence. It is not
feasible to utilize an edit distance to analyze reversal mutation landscapes, because computing reversal edit distance is NP-hard [72]. Instead we utilize cyclic edge distance [68], which
interprets a permutation as a cyclic sequence of edges (e.g., 1 following 2 is treated as an
edge between 1 and 2) and counts the edges in p1 that are not in p2 . For scramble mutation,
a trivial edit distance from a permutation to itself is 0, and to any other permutation is 1,
since any permutation is reachable by some shuffling of any other.
3.3.1. Fitness Landscape Diameter
Table 2 compares the diameters of fitness landscapes for the various mutation operators. Except where noted, we use the metrics identified above. The diameter of both swap
and insertion landscapes is n − 1. The maximum distance for swap occurs for a single n
element cycle. The maximum case for insertion occurs when one permutation is the reverse
of the other. For reversal mutation, we use the exact diameter for a reversal edit distance
rather than relying on the surrogate distance measure identified earlier. The diameter of a
reversal landscape is n − 1, proven by Bafna and Pevzner [73], the proof of which is well
beyond the scope of this article. The diameter of a scramble landscape is simply 1 since
every permutation is reachable from any other via a single scramble operation.
Table 2. Fitness landscape diameter for cycle mutation and common permutation mutation operators.
Mutation Operator

Diameter

Cycle(kmax), kmax ≥ 5
Cycle(kmax), kmax ≤ 4
Cycle(α)
Swap
Insertion
Reversal
Scramble

≈ 2n/kmax
max{[n/2], [(n − 1)/(kmax − 1)]}
2
n−1
n−1
n−1
1

The diameter of a Cycle(α) landscape is 2, which is the diameter of the space of
permutations for cycle edit distance (Section 3.2.2). When kmax ≤ 4, the diameter of
Cycle(kmax) is max{[n/2], [(n − 1)/(kmax − 1)]}, which is the maximum k-cycle distance
(Section 3.2.3).
We previously saw that k-cycle distance does not satisfy the triangle inequality if
kmax ≥ 5. Although computing a Cycle(kmax) edit distance for kmax ≥ 5 is too costly for
our purpose, it is straightforward to compute its diameter. Recall the examples illustrating
that k-cycle distance violates the triangle inequality, and specifically that two cycle edits of
length k can transform a set of cycles with a total of k elements into k fixed points. Thus,
the maximum case of [n/2] cycles of length 2 can be transformed to n fixed points with
approximately 2n/kmax applications of the Cycle(kmax) operator when kmax ≥ 5.
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3.3.2. Fitness Distance Correlation
We now compute FDC for small instances of the TSP, LCS, and QAP. To compute FDC
for a problem instance, you need all optimal solutions to that instance. This necessitates
utilizing an instance small enough to feasibly and reliably determine all optimal solutions.
The FDC calculations in this section use a permutation length n = 10 for this reason, which
means a 10-city TSP, an LCS with graphs of 10 vertexes, and a QAP with 10 by 10 cost and
distance matrices. The EA experiments later in the paper use larger problem instances to
experimentally compare the performance of the different mutation operators.
We use a TSP instance with 10 cities arranged equidistantly around a circle of radius
10, and Euclidean distance for the edge costs. In this way, the optimal solutions are known
a priori. There are 20 optimal permutations, all representing the same TSP tour following
the cities around the circle, including ten possible starting cities and two travel directions.
We generate a QAP instance such that a random permutation p of length 10 is the
known optimal solution. Let A = [(1, 90), (2, 89), . . . , (90, 1)]. Shuffle this array of ordered
pairs. The 90 non-diagonal elements of the 10 by 10 cost matrix C are populated row by
row using the first element of the tuples in A. Let (u, v) be one of these tuples. If C [i ][ j] is
set to u, then D [ p(i )][ p( j)] in the distance matrix D is set to v.
We generate an LCS instance consisting of a pair of isomorphic graphs. In this way, we
know that the LCS is either of those graphs or any of the other automorphisms of the graph.
We use a strongly regular graph in the analysis. Strongly regular graphs are especially
challenging for algorithms for the LCS and other related problems. Specifically, we use
the Petersen graph [74], shown in Figure 1, which has 120 automorphisms, and thus 120
optimal vertex mappings. Such instances are hard because many vertexes of a strongly
regular graph look the same locally to a solver, which can be simultaneously attracted
toward different distinct solutions in a space plagued by complex local optima.

Figure 1. The Petersen graph, a strongly regular graph.

Although guidance on interpreting FDC varies, an r ≤ −0.15 is commonly considered
an easier fitness landscape since it implies that fitness increases as distance to an optimal
solution decreases, while r ≥ 0.15 is likely a deceptive landscape since fitness increases as
you move away from optimal solutions, and −0.15 < r < 0.15 is considered difficult since
there is very little correlation between fitness and distance to an optimal solution [28].
For each combination of problem and mutation operator, we compute FDC exactly,
calculating Pearson correlation over all n! = 3,628,800 permutations of length n = 10.
Table 3 summarizes the results. Without loss of generality, for TSP and QAP we compute
FDC from the cost function (to minimize) rather than a fitness function (to maximize),
flipping the sign of the FDC with positive FDC, implying more straightforward problem
solving. Since LCS is a maximization problem, the sign of the FDC is interpreted normally.
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Table 3. FDC for combinations of mutation operator and problem.
Mutation Operator

TSP

QAP

LCS

Cycle(α)
Cycle(5)
Cycle(4)
Cycle(3)
Swap
Insertion
Reversal
Scramble

−0.0569
0.1801
0.1667
0.2482
0.3318
0.5277
0.8459
0.0117

0.0213
0.1339
0.1737
0.2210
0.2245
0.0305
0.0189
0.0048

−0.0278
−0.5342
−0.3984
−0.6180
−0.6355
−0.3547
−0.0350
−0.0340

For the TSP, there is very strong FDC for reversal mutation, and lesser but still strong
FDC for insertion mutation. The FDC analysis predicts that these will perform better than
the others. Swap has the next-highest FDC. Although not as high, all cases of Cycle(kmax)
exhibit r > 0.15. Given the correlation strength of reversal and insertion landscapes, we
expect them to dominate the others, but swap and Cycle(kmax) may also perform well.
The strength of the correlations are not nearly as high for the QAP, and only three of
the mutation operators have an r ≥ 0.15, including swap mutation and Cycle(kmax) with a
kmax of either 3 or 4. This may be a problem where cycle mutation is better suited.
Because LCS is a maximization problem, FDC should be interpreted in the ordinary
sense with FDC computed from fitness where higher fitness implies better solutions. Thus,
negative FDC implies easier problem solving. In this case, there is very strong FDC for
swap mutation, Cycle(3) mutation, and Cycle(5) mutation. Both Cycle(4) and insertion
mutation also have r ≤ −0.15, so should also progressively lead toward the solution.
The FDC for scramble mutation is very near 0 for all three problems. Scramble is thus
unlikely to perform well. The FDC for Cycle(α) is also very near 0 for all three problems.
However, we will see that FDC misses an important behavioral property of this operator.
3.3.3. Search Landscape Calculus
Let η ( p) be the neighbors of p (i.e., solutions reachable with one mutation) and f ( p) is
fitness. Search landscape calculus [32] defines the average local rate of fitness change:
∆[ f ]( p) =

1
|η ( p)|

∑

f ( p) − f ( p0 ) .

(41)

p0 ∈η ( p)

Search landscape calculus then defines ∆[ f ] as the average of ∆[ f ]( p) over all p. It
is infeasible to directly compute ∆[ f ] for the true fitness function f . Therefore, the search
landscape calculus focuses on topological properties that influence fitness, such as absolute
positions, relative positions, and element precedences for permutation problems, replacing
f by a distance function δ relevant to the context of a problem feature. Thus, define ∆[δ]( p):
∆[δ]( p) =

1
|η ( p)|

∑

δ( p, p0 ),

(42)

p0 ∈η ( p)

and from this derive ∆[δ] as the average of ∆[δ]( p) over all points p. The distance δ
must correspond to the topological property under analysis, and its maximum must be
proportional to the permutation length n (i.e., max{δ( p1 , p2 )} ∈ Θ(n)).
We focus on two topological features, absolute element positions and edges, and thus
require corresponding distance functions. We use exact match distance [67] (denoted as
δem ), which is the count of the number of positions containing different elements, as a
measure of how different two permutations are within the context of absolute positioning;
and we use cyclic edge distance [68] (denoted as δce ) as a measure of how different two
permutations are within the context of relative positions. Both meet the requirement that
the maximum distance is proportional to n. It is exactly n in both cases.
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Table 4 summarizes ∆[δem ] and ∆[δce ] for both forms of cycle mutation, and the other
mutation operators considered. The rates of change of the topological properties of swap,
insertion, reversal, and scramble were determined elsewhere [32]. The ∆[δem ] is the average
number of elements whose absolute positions are changed by a single application of the
operator. For cycle mutation, this is the average length of the induced cycle, determined
earlier in the article—Cycle(α) in Section 3.1.3 and Cycle(kmax) in Section 3.1.2. To compute
∆[δce ] we need the average number of edges changed by the operator. For cycle mutation,
this depends upon the cycle length, and it also depends upon whether any cycle elements
are adjacent. As the permutation length n increases, the probability of adjacent cycle
elements decreases. For sufficiently large n, the probability of adjacent cycle elements
approaches 0, in which case the number of edges replaced by cycle mutation is, on average,
twice the length of the cycle. Thus, ∆[δce ] = 2∆[δem ] for both forms of cycle mutation.
Table 4. Average rates of change of fitness landscape topological properties.
Mutation Operator

∆[δem ]

∆[δce ]

Cycle(α)
Cycle(kmax)
Swap
Insertion
Reversal
Scramble

(2 − α ) / (1 − α )
(kmax + 2)/2
2
(n + 4)/3
[(n + 1)/3, (n + 4)/3]
(n + 1)/3

(4 − 2α)/(1 − α)
kmax + 2
4
3
2
(n + 1)/3

In the search landscape calculus, when limn→∞ ∆[δ] = ∞, the fitness landscape exhibits
very large local changes in fitness, often due to many deep local optima that are difficult
to escape. Thus, we expect poor performance from insertion, reversal, and scramble
on absolute-positioning problems since ∆[δem ] grows with n, as is the case for scramble
when relative positions are more important. When limn→∞ ∆[δ] = C, for a non-zero
finite constant C, the search landscape calculus suggests that the landscape is smooth
locally. Due to constant ∆[δem ], swap and cycle mutation should perform better than the
others for problems such as LCS and QAP where absolute positions more greatly impact
fitness. All operators except for scramble have constant ∆[δce ], and are thus potentially
relevant to problems such as the TSP where edges influence fitness more than absolute
element positions.
For cycle mutation, it should be noted that its topological characteristics depend upon
the specific parameter settings. For example, higher values of kmax likely lead to the same
sort of disruption inherent in scramble mutation, as would values of α very near 1.0.
Previously, we saw that FDC suggested that Cycle(α) would likely perform poorly for
all three problems due to FDC very near 0; whereas the search landscape calculus suggests
that it may be relevant for all three problems. We now reconcile the discrepancy between
these two fitness landscape analysis tools. The number of permutations within one step
of a given permutation with respect to Cycle(α) is enormous, leading to extremely low
variation in distance and then subsequently to near 0 FDC. However, a large proportion
of the Cycle(α) neighbors are very low probability events. Thus, most of the time it
behaves more similar to Cycle(kmax) with a very low kmax, but with the ability to make
larger jumps.
3.3.4. Summary of Fitness Landscape Analysis Findings
Due to strong FDC, we expect reversal mutation to dominate the others for the TSP,
finding lower-cost solutions with the same or fewer evaluations. Insertion should likely be
the next best since it also has strong FDC, and a low constant rate of fitness change for edgefocused problems. Swap and cycle mutation, if configured to emphasize smaller cycles,
may also be relevant for such problems. Due to strong FDC for QAP and LCS, and low
constant rates of change of exact match distance, we anticipate swap and both forms of
cycle mutation will find lower cost solutions for absolute-positioning focused problems.
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4. Results
We experimentally compare the two forms of cycle mutation with commonly encountered permutation mutation operators. Our experiments are implemented in Java. Our test
machine is a Windows 10 PC, with an AMD A10-5700 3.4 GHz CPU, and 8 GB memory.
The code is compiled with OpenJDK 17.0.2 for a Java 11 target, and runs on an OpenJDK
64-bit Server VM Temurin-17.0.2+8. The code is open source, licensed via the GPL 3.0,
and available on GitHub at https://github.com/cicirello/cycle-mutation-experiments
(accessed on 26 May 2022), and includes the code to analyze the experiment data and to
generate the figures.
In the experiments, we apply each of the mutation operators within both a (1 + 1)-EA
as well as in an SA. In a (µ + λ)-EA [15], the population size is µ, λ offspring are created in
each generation, and the best µ individuals from the combination of parents and offspring
survive into the next generation. The (1 + 1)-EA is commonly used in experimental studies.
We employ it here since it removes the impact of choice of selection operator and crossover
operator, and also eliminates many parameters such as population size, mutation rate, etc.
Additionally, it supports a more direct comparison with the non-population approach of
SA. For the SA, we use the parameter-free Self-Tuning Lam Annealing [75] that adaptively
adjusts the temperature parameter based on problem-solving feedback.
We consider three cases of Cycle(kmax) mutation, including Cycle(3), Cycle(4), and
Cycle(5); and three cases of Cycle(α) mutation, including Cycle(0.25), Cycle(0.5), and
Cycle(0.75). All results are 50 run averages. We use run lengths {102 , 103 , 104 , 105 , 106 , 107 } in
number of evaluations. We test significance with the Wilcoxon rank sum test. The results on
the TSP, QAP, and LCS are presented in Section 4.1, Section 4.2 and Section 4.3, respectively.
4.1. TSP Results
Each of the 50 TSP instances consists of 100 cities. An instance is defined by a random
distance matrix, such that the distance between cities is a uniformly random integer from
the interval [1, 1000]. The results are shown in Figure 2 with number of evaluations on the
horizontal axis at log scale, and average solution cost over 50 runs on the vertical axis.
Consistent with the extremely strong FDC that we earlier observed for reversal mutation for the TSP, we find that reversal is clearly dominant on the 100-city TSP instances
within both the EA (Figure 2a) and SA (Figure 2b), finding lower-cost solutions with fewer
evaluations. All comparisons to reversal mutation are extremely statistically significant
(e.g., Wilcoxon rank sum test p-values very near 0) except for the shortest 100 evaluation
runs. For SA, the second-best mutation operator is insertion (results also statistically significant). We earlier saw that insertion had the second strongest FDC for the TSP. Swap
and the various cases of cycle mutation all find solutions of approximately equivalent cost
within the SA, especially for very long run lengths.
The EA comparison (Figure 2a) is a bit more interesting. Although for mid-length runs,
insertion is second-best at statistically significant levels, the various cases of cycle mutation
surpass insertion mutation for the longest runs. Insertion mutation exhibits a premature
convergence effect, converging to a significantly suboptimal solution 105 evaluations into
the EA runs, as does swap. However, cycle mutation continues to find lower-cost solutions,
overtaking insertion mutation. The convergence effect in the EA is due to the smaller
neighborhoods of swap and insertion, leading to greater impact of local optima. Cycle
mutation has a larger neighborhood so better avoids this, continuing to show progress.
In fact, even though we saw near-zero FDC for Cycle(α), all cases of Cycle(α) continue to
make progress, although converging at a slower rate than reversal.
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Figure 2. Results on the TSP for (a) (1 + 1)-EA, and (b) SA.

4.2. QAP Results
Each of the 50 QAP instances consists of a 50 by 50 cost matrix and a 50 by 50 distance
matrix, with integer costs and distances generated uniformly at random from [1, 50].
The results are visualized in Figure 3. We earlier saw that FDC suggested that swap,
Cycle(3), and Cycle(4) would likely perform better than the others, while the search
landscape calculus suggested that swap and all forms of cycle mutation are appropriate for
the QAP. Consistent with the fitness landscape analysis, scramble, reversal, and insertion
all perform poorly for QAP within both the EA and SA. For the longest SA runs (Figure 3b),
there is little difference in solution cost among swap and the various cases of cycle mutation.
For runs of 104 to 105 SA evaluations, swap and Cycle(0.25) find solutions with lower
values of the cost function than the others at statistically significant levels.
The EA results are especially interesting (Figure 3a). Swap suffers from a premature
convergence effect at 104 evaluations, while all cycle mutation cases continue to make substantial progress, minimizing the cost function. Furthermore, Cycle(0.25) and Cycle(3)’s
rates of convergence are equivalent to swap up to that point. The superior convergence effect is attributed to cycle mutation’s larger neighborhood, especially in the case of Cycle(α).
We do not see the same behavior with SA (Figure 3b) because SA has a built-in way of
handling local optima, allowing swap to continue to improve solution quality despite
swap’s much smaller local neighborhood.
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Figure 3. Results on the QAP for (a) (1 + 1)-EA, and (b) SA.

4.3. LCS Results
Consider two sets of experiments with the LCS problem, one with random graphs and
the other with strongly regular graphs. In the random graph case, we have 50 instances,
each consisting of a pair of randomly generated isomorphic graphs. We use pairs of
isomorphic graphs so that each problem instance has a known optimal solution. That
is, the largest common subgraph is simply the graph itself. Each graph has 50 vertexes
and edge density 0.5, which means that the probability of each possible edge is 0.5. Thus,
each graph has 50 vertexes, and the expected number of edges is 0.5 × 50 × 49/2 = 612.5.
The second graph for each instance is formed by relabeling the vertexes randomly.
We use generalized Petersen graph G (25, 2) for the strongly regular case. Generalized Petersen graph [76] G (n, k) has 2n vertexes V = {u0 , u1 , . . . , un−1 , v0 , v1 , . . . , vn−1 },
S
S
and 3n edges E = {(ui , vi ) | 0 ≤ i < n} {(ui , ui+1 mod n ) | 0 ≤ i < n} {(vi , vi+k mod n ) |
0 ≤ i < n}. The original Petersen graph (Figure 1) is G (5, 2). Figure 4 shows a generalized
Petersen graph G (25, 2) that has 50 vertexes and 75 edges. We again average over 50 runs,
but in this case, each instance consists of graph G (25, 2) and a second graph isomorphic to
it that is formed by randomly relabeling the vertexes.
LCS is a maximization problem; however, for consistency we transform it to a minimization problem. Since each instance is a pair of isomorphic graphs, the LCS has | E|
edges, where E is the edge set. Thus, redefine LCS to minimize the cost of permutation p:
C ( p) = | E| − | E0 |, where E0 is the edge set of the subgraph implied by vertex mapping p.
The results are in Figure 5 (random graphs) and Figure 6 (strongly regular graphs).
For SA and random graphs (Figure 5b), scramble, insertion, and reversal all perform very
poorly compared with the others. Cycle(5) and Cycle(0.75) are inferior to the other cycle mutation cases for the longest runs at statistically significant levels. Within an EA
for random graphs (Figure 5a), the behavior is similar to that of the QAP. Swap exhibits
a premature convergence effect, while cycle mutation finds increasingly lower cost solutions. Cycle(3) also prematurely converges at 106 evaluations, while cycle mutation
configured with a larger neighborhood continues to improve solution cost beyond that
point. Cycle(0.25) is best at statistically significant levels for the 107 evaluation runs.
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Figure 4. The generalized Petersen graph, G (25, 2), a strongly regular graph.

These results are consistent with the fitness landscape analysis. First, FDC suggested
that swap, Cycle(3), and Cycle(5) were best suited to the problem, followed by Cycle(4)
and insertion. The FDC analysis was likely misled with respect to insertion mutation due to
the small size of the instance used in the FDC analysis, which is likely why we find insertion
performing poorly on the larger instance. This is consistent with the search landscape
calculus analysis which suggests that swap and cycle mutation are both well suited to the
problem, and that the other operators, including insertion, are not. The Cycle(0.25) is most
effective within longer runs of the EA due to the combination of small average change
(average cycle length of 2.33) and very large neighborhood size. Within SA, cycle mutation
is neither better nor worse than swap, converging at the same rate.
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Figure 5. Results on the LCS problem with random graphs for (a) (1 + 1)-EA, and (b) SA.

Observe that the strongly regular graph results (Figure 6) are similar to those of random
graphs, but are more pronounced. For example, in an EA (Figure 6a), swap and Cycle(3)
prematurely converge, while Cycle(4) and Cycle(5) exhibit superior convergence effect,
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outperforming all others at statistically significant levels from 104 evaluations onward,
but differences between them are not significant.
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Figure 6. Results on the LCS problem with strongly regular graphs for (a) (1 + 1)-EA, and (b) SA.

5. Discussion and Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a new mutation operator for use by EA and other related
algorithms, such as SA, when evolving permutations. This new operator is called cycle
mutation, and includes two variations: Cycle(α) and Cycle(kmax). Cycle mutation induces
a random permutation cycle. The difference between the two operators is in how the cycle
length is chosen. The Cycle(kmax) operator has a small maximum cycle length, while
Cycle(α) does not impose any maximum cycle length. Thus, Cycle(α) has a significantly
larger neighborhood size, while retaining a low average cycle length.
The runtime of cycle mutation in the worst case is linear, similar to insertion, reversal,
and scramble mutation; but unlike those operators, cycle mutation’s average runtime is
constant. Therefore, the computational time to use cycle mutation within an EA is little
more than that of the constant time swap. Helping to achieve this efficient runtime, cycle
mutation relies on a new algorithm for sampling k elements from an n element set, called
insertion sampling, which is faster than existing alternatives for low k.
The fitness landscape analysis showed that cycle mutation is well suited to permutation problems such as the QAP and LCS, where absolute positions more greatly impact
fitness than relative ordering. The fitness landscape analysis also showed that cycle mutation may be relevant to relative ordering problems such as the TSP, provided cycle length
is kept low. While undertaking the fitness landscape analysis, we developed three new
measures of permutation distance: cycle distance, k-cycle distance, and cycle edit distance.
Validating the fitness landscape analysis, cycle mutation experimentally outperformed
the others for QAP and LCS within an EA, especially for long runs, finding lower-cost
solutions with fewer evaluations. Furthermore, while swap suffers from a premature convergence effect due to small neighborhood, cycle mutation continues to make optimization
progress even for the longest runs; and the Cycle(α) form of cycle mutation is especially
good at managing local optima, due to its very large neighborhood size enabling it to make
large jumps when necessary. Thus, Cycle(α) exhibits superior convergence effect.
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Cycle mutation does have limitations. Cycle mutation does not show any advantage
within SA, although its rate of convergence is similar to that of swap in SA so it may
be worth considering for SA nonetheless. Additionally, within an EA, Cycle(kmax) may
exhibit a premature convergence effect for some problems if kmax is set too low, such as
what we saw with Cycle(3) for the LCS. However, Cycle(α) overcomes this limitation.
Our Java implementations of cycle mutation are integrated into an open source library,
Chips-n-Salsa [30], and our Java implementations of cycle distance, k-cycle distance, and cycle edit distance are integrated into the open source JavaPermutationTools [31] library.
By disseminating the implementations in open source libraries, we hope to contribute not
only to the research literature, but also to the state of practice. Additionally, all of the code
to reproduce the experiments, and to analyze the results, is available in a GitHub repository,
https://github.com/cicirello/cycle-mutation-experiments (accessed on 26 May 2022).
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
CX
EA
ES
FDC
GA
LCS
QAP
SA
TSP

Cycle crossover
Evolutionary algorithm
Evolution strategies
Fitness distance correlation
Genetic algorithm
Largest common subgraph
Quadratic assignment problem
Simulated annealing
Traveling salesperson problem
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